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Build up capabilities 
of a modern digital 
insurer
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01 Challenge

As the insurance market gets increasingly 
competitive, the ability to efficiently utilize 
digital capabilities makes a difference between 
winners and losers.
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Digitalization – the 
cornerstone of modern 
insurance

CHALLENGE —

Digital technologies are at the core of insurers efforts to 
sharpen their competitive edge and improve efficiency, 
agility, profitability, and customer retention.

Taking advantage of advanced digital capabilities allows 
insurance companies to successfully transform their business 
by digitalizing their data, products, processes, and operational 
models.

Disparate, disconnected, legacy insurance systems create 
numerous obstacles and hinder insurers' ability to 
compete with more digitally enabled competitors.
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02 Solution

AdInsure is a digital foundation of successful 
insurance businesses and firm support that 
empowers digitalization across the entire 
insurance value chain.
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AdInsure – insurers' 
quickest path to 
digital future

THE SOLUTION —

AdInsure is a modern digital platform that empowers 
insurers to digitalize operations across 
the entire insurance value chain.

The comprehensive features allow insurers to digitalize 
products and core processes across the entire policy 
lifecycle to ensure that processes are integrated and 
streamlined.

This results in improved efficiency, team productivity, 
and operational agility of a digital insurer.

The 6 areas of insurance digitalisation
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03 Features

AdIisnure provides insurers with the necessary 
digital capabilities to streamline operations, 
enhance employee productivity, and access 
digital operational and business models.
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Become a digital insurer 
powered by AdInsure

FEATURES —

Digitalize insurance products

Distribute your products to market in days 
with out-of-the-box API capabilities.

Digitalize core processes 

Streamline and digitalize Policy 
Administration, Claims, Billing, and even non-
core processes such as Reinsurance with 
AdInsure modules.

Digitalize the product and 
change the process

Manage changes and design new products 
and processes easily across IT and Business 
teams with AdInsure Studio.

Digitalize data and decisions

Get insight into data and make informed 
decisions with integrated AdInsure Data and 
Analytics. 

Portals and productivity tools

Improve team’s productivity with tools such 
as Sales, Claims, and Service portals. Make 
it easy to integrate with end-user 
experiences.
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Digitalize the product 
process 
AdInsure Studio, a low-code/no-code configuration suite enables simple 
and fast product configuration and deployment. 

KEY FEATURES —
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KEY FEATURES —

Digitalize insurance 
products
Configured products are immediately available to external systems, such 
as end-user portals, due to the out-of-the-box discoverable API.
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Digitalize policy 
administration
New business submission, underwriting, and policy management are 
provided by AdInsure Sales, Policy management, and Underwriting 
modules, supporting both life and non-life lines of business. 

KEY FEATURES —
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KEY FEATURES —

Portals - productivity tools 
for front and back office 
The AdInsure Agent portal is an essential 
tool for sales channels, providing an 
ooverview of the quote and policy process, 
tasks and assignments, 360-client view, 
readily available reports, and customizable 
dashboards.

Person 1

Person 2
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Digital Claims – from 
digital FNOL to service 
partner portals

End-to-end support for the claims teams;  
from claim registration and handling to 
liquidation. Complex, yet easily 
configurable handling procedures for 
different types of recoveries

KEY FEATURES —
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KEY FEATURES —

Billing and 
Accounting
A suite of tools for general billing, direct debit and 
dunning processes.
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Data and analytics
Real-time reporting and decision-making capabilities embedded 
directly in AdInsure platform’s dedicated analytical data warehouse.

KEY FEATURES —
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04 Benefits

With AdInsure, organizations can meet the 
imperative of the digital future and leverage 
the potential of digital technologies to 
radically improve efficiency and enhance the 
ability to adapt to constant changes. 
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Re-build your business with AdInsure
AdInsure's advanced capabilities support insurers' initiative to boost efficiencies, speed up time to market, improve 
customer experience, workforce management, and distribution through digitalization.

SOLUTION BENEFITS —

Improve operational efficiencies

With AdInsure, you can digitalize, consolidate, 
and streamline processes and operations 
across the entire insurance value chain. With 
automation you can further improve your 
operations.

Improve customer experience

Meet modern customers' demands for speed, 
efficiency, and convenience at every 
touchpoint. With AdInsure, you can provide 
seamless CX of buying digital insurance 
products and settling claims. 

Accelerate product development 
processes

Digitalize the complete product development 
process and reduce time to market. Configure 
new products and implement changes on the 
existing ones quickly with AdInsure Studio.

Become digital-ready insurer

Prepare for the digital future and overcome 
the drawbacks of the legacy technology. 
AdInsure modules support insurers to 
digitalize their core insurance processes, 
including policy, sales, claims, and billing.

Efficiently manage your workforce

AdInsure comes with productivity tools  
ensuring engagement and collaboration of your 
teams. Use AdInsure's advanced workforce 
management features to track employee 
activities, get analytical insight, and provide 
real-time task management.

Improve distribution capabilities

AdInsure provides out-of-the-box APIs to 
allow you to easily integrate with agents, 
partners, and other digital revenue streams. 
Take advantage of the modern integration 
framework to instantly deliver insurance 
products to your customers.
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About Adacta
Adacta is a leading software provider for the insurance 

industry. Our insurance platform, AdInsure, gives Life and 

Non-life insurers a future-proof way to streamline their 

operations and processes.

Formed in 1989, Adacta spent decades helping 

insurance organisations to grow their digital capabilities 

and drive new profits. Their mission is simple: empower 

tomorrow’s industry leaders to reach their potential 

through technology.
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